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Abstract: The classical Vivaldi antenna is recognized for 
its ultra-wideband property, however average gain and 
low directivity. To enhance the directivity, a Double slot 
construction with 120×80×1 mm3 size has been 
proposed. A T-junction power divider with a steady 
amplitude and phase is utilized to provide excitation for 
the two slots. The Double slot construction has the ability 
to create standard-like waves in the E-plane of the 
antenna. As an effect, the gain of the double slot Vivaldi 
antenna is greatly enhanced matched to the classical 
Vivaldi antenna. The consequences present that the 
frequency domain of the antenna is (3 - 10) GHz. also an 
elliptical lens has been added to furthermore improve 
the Gain of the designed antenna to 14.5 dB. 

Keywords: Vivaldi antenna, double slot, high gain, ultra-

wideband, bandwidth, directivity 

1. Introduction 

The classical Vivaldi Antenna is a traveling-

wave end-fire standard antenna display wide 

bandwidth, medium gain [1-2], and the main 

beam divides in small multi beams when the VA 

is stamped on thick dielectric substrates [3-5]. 

Several methods like, utilizing directors at the 

opening of the antenna [6], and employing a 

dielectric lens [7] To enhance the gain, also an 

array of VA [9] [8] is proposed as a classic 

method to acquire elevated directivity, however, 

it is complicated, bulky, and costly for some 

applications [9-16]. For the classical VA array, 

the minimal electrical space among the elements 

should be larger than λ/2. Otherwise to achieve 

a decrease in the spacing among the array 

elements a Double slot construction is proposed. 

In this paper, a Double slot Vivaldi antenna 

(DSVA) is simulated and optimizes established 

by (HFSS) Ansoft's High-Frequency Structure 

Simulator [17]. 

2. Double Slot Vivaldi Antenna Design  

The proposed DSVA configuration is given in 

Fig.1. The antenna is stamped on the FR4 

substrate of a 120×80×1 mm3 size and relative 

dielectric constant εr= 4.4. The DSVA formed 

from two exponential tapered slot and 

Microstrip slot-line transitions are utilized to 

feed slots of the antenna. The DSVA be 

operated in a steady amplitude and phase by 

utilizing a T-junction power divider. An 

exponential taper is utilized for the DSVA to 

transform 100Ω to 50Ω. The double-slot 

construction may create standard-like waves in 

the E-plane of the antenna. 
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Figure1. DSVA configuration  

The structural parameters of the DSVA are 

listed in the following Table 1 in mm which has 

been optimized: 

Table1.  DSVA dimensions in mm.  

W L Lb g Ls Ws Lf1 

80 120 25 0.3 60 40 10 

Lt Rf Rs Lf2 W100 W50 

5 3.5 4 12 0.5 0.3 

 

 The DSVA consists of four exponential tapered 

curves [45]:  

E1: y =
1

2
× (Ws − g × exp (ln (

Ws

g
) ×

x

Ls
)) (1)        

0 ≤ x ≤ Ls 

E2: y =
1

2
× (Ws + g × exp (ln (

W−Ws

g
) ×

x

L
))(2)                         

 0 ≤ x ≤ L 

 The DSVA edge will be corrugated by seven 

gropes of deferent length rectangular slots that 

enhance the reflection coefficient, the gain, and 

the directivity. By using the slotted edges, the 

track of the surface current is expanded. Further, 

the slotted edges make the superficial current 

nearby the tapered slot which concentrates the 

energy. The slots width is 3mm and the length 

of the slots gropes are (2, 4.5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 

15) mm sequentially.   

The proposed DSVA operational frequency 

domain is from (3GHz) to more than (10GHz). 

The characteristic properties of the designed 

antenna will be summarized and briefly 

demonstrated. 

2.1. Reflection Coefficient Calculation 

The variation of the reflection coefficient S11 

with frequency is presented in Fig.2 for the 

proposed slotted edges DSVA and the DSVA 

without slots. It is noticed that the slots on the 

edges minimize S11 to less than (-10) dB for the 

domain from (3 -12) GHz.  

 

Figure2. Variation of S11 with the frequency 

 

 2.2 Radiation Patterns 

 The gain pattern of the DSVA is calculated and 

plotted in 3D-form for three frequencies (3.1 

GHz, 6.77 GHz, and 10 GHz) as shown in Fig.3. 

 

(a) 

DSVA 

DSVA without slots 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure3. Radiation patterns: (a) at 3.1 GHz, (b) 

at 6.77 GHz, and (c) at 10 GHz. 

The realized gain of the DSVA variation is 

shown in Fig.4. It may be noticed that the 

ultimate gain obtained from the DSVA is 13dB. 

 

Figure4. Gain variation with frequency. 

 

 

 

3. Modified DSVA Based on Dielectric Lens 

To enhance the gain and directivity furthermore, 

a lens has been inserted into the structure. 

Proper lens shape is necessary to provide 

effective focusing in the end-fire direction. A 

half elliptical shape dielectric lens is proposed. 

The dielectric lens is achieved by extending the 

substrate to form the lens. The half elliptic 

fashion dielectric lens concentrates energy 

toward the middle of the opening of the DSVA. 

The designed DSVA with dielectric lens 

(Ln=60mm) is shown in Fig.5. 

 

Figure5.  DSVA with lens configuration 

3.1. Reflection Coefficient Calculation 

The variations of S11 with frequency for both the 

DSVA and the modified DSVA with the lens 

are shown in Fig.6. It is noticed that S11 is less 

than (-10) dB for the frequency domain (3-12) 

GHz which similar to the DSVA.  
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Figure6.  Variation of S11 with the frequency of DSVA 

with the lens 

3.2. Radiation Patterns 

The gain pattern of the DSVA with the lens is 

calculated and plotted in 3D-form for three 

frequencies (3.1, 6.77, and 10) GHz as 

presented in Fig.7. It is noticed that the 

corrugated DSVA with the lens shows a steady 

end-fire radiation pattern in the low and center 

frequency. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure7. Radiation pattern: (a) at 3.1 GHz, (b) at 

6.77 GHz, (c) at 10 GHz. 

The recognized gain variation with the 

frequency of the designed DSVA and the DSVA 

with the lens is presented in Fig.8. It is observed 

that owing to the extension of the substrate to 

compose a half elliptic lens the gain enhanced 

significantly within the operating frequency 

band.  

 
Figure8.  Gain variation with the frequency of 

DSVA with the lens. 

3.3 Simulation and Measurement Results of 

the DSVA 

In order to support the antenna performance, the 

DSVA is fabricated and then measured by 

utilizing a vector network analyzer as presented 

in Fig.9. From this test, it is found a good match 

between the measured and simulated results as 

presented in Fig.10. 

DSVA 

DSVA with lens  
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Figure9. The DSVA practical manufacturing 

configuration 

 

Figure10. The measured and simulated results of 

DSVA 

It can be noticed that the measurement results of 

the DSVA structure presented a good agreement 

with a bit different compared with the 

simulation results where this difference is due to 

some flaws that may happen over the fabrication 

process and the environment of testing. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, a dual-slot antenna with slots and 

a dielectric lens is designed. an E-field 

distribution is created at the aperture of the dual-

slot construction appear like a standing wave, as 

a conclusion, the gain is enhanced. The 

designed DSVA has a UWB frequency domain 

from (3) GHz up to (10) GHz. Radiation 

patterns and the input of the proposed DSVA 

have been simulated to recognized the designed 

DSVA executing principles, thus the gain of the 

designed DSVA reaches (14.5dB) which is very 

suitable for imaging applications. 
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